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I. INTRODUCTION

Strictly speaking, this direct democratic

model is composed of two related aspects the

conferring of formal responsibility for public

judgments on the public the various decision-

making instances present in the running of" any

state. Political communication with the public that

will allow appropriate and reasonable judgments,

or decisions; to be made. The first aspect is the

actual transfer of responsibility from the elected

representatives to the public. This is the

empowerment principle. The idea being that, when

responsibility is conferred it is for the most part,

accepted and in will he embraced by the electorate.

There are many assumptions about the public's

political behavior that follow from this

empowerment that will be posited in greater detail

later in the paper. Suffice it to say, that when

people are given authority to carry out an important

(and deemed precious) responsibility, they will rise

to the occasion.

The next decision to be considered by the

electorate is the "confidence vote". The confidence

vote would he an on- going tally that expresses

either confidence or non-confidence in the

(Government of the Day. Through the confidence

vote each voter gets assess the "overall"

performance of the Government. 'This vote can be

exercised at any time and bring down the

Government if it falls below a particular level. One

May choose to vote against the Government on a

particular Bill, but keep confidence in the

Government because overall it is felt that the

Government is acting in the best interest of the

collectivity. One may also decide to keep

confidence in the Government or restore that

confidence -- based on whether an issue is worth

the cost and effort of a new Government. Once the

confidence level drops below that certain threshold,

for a given period of time, then the government is

defeated. Established thresholds of popularity and

duration can prevent people's "knee-jerk" reactions

from changing governments too rashly. Bills may

or may not pass, but the confidence vote would

decide the fate of the government before the end of

its term.

The Bill Vote and Houses of Representation

The third voting procedure, as stated

above, is the Bill Vote. This is the vote that

originally defined the model as a "direct

democracy", given its "issue" orientation. Is tile

vote that is intended to strengthen the sense of

political inclusion in the citizenry and force the

populace to bear responsibility for the conduct of

their state. Whether or not this is a "rep by pop"

vote or a constituency vote or something

completely different or combinations thereof are

open to debate. A straightforward one person one

vote, directly on a bill, would be the ideal; it
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assumes, however, a population that is evenly

distributed across the state and culturally

homogeneous. In a federal state such as Canada a

certain amount of regional equality is demanded.

Perhaps some form of federally-based Senate could

operate in the same manner. When each vote is cast

it is delivered to both the House of Commons and

the Senate. Both votes are, therefore simultaneous.

7 he Commons vote is the "representation by

population" house and the Senate calculates the

vote along regional or provincial criteria and then

collectively casts a given number or percentage of

votes according to the constitutional agreement.

There are many other legitimate ways to

calculate vote constituencies, beyond provincial or

regional lines. Statistics generated from this

process could immediately calculate other

Chambers based on, for example, an age

consistency, that is each age group casts a

collective voice or there could It gender casts a

collective vote; or on a wealth breakdown, which

could include a non national agency. Each

individual could be given the freedom to define

their own position in each of these categories and

alter it as they see fit. The impetus behind the idea

is that by being formally self-defined voter. The

political descriptions a greater sense of national

cohesion and a greater inclusion will result. The

formally, self-defined voter, then, is given a voice

from his or An example would be to have the

majority of each, A Sub-House would, for

example, be all thirty year old Their voting in

rayon,- 1,1a Bill casts one vote. The majority of the

entire Age Home of twenty year old:, through to

eighty plus years olds carries the whole House, The

then majority of all the I louses combined,

therefore, carries the Day -- Yeah Or Nay. There

are many other possibilities to vote counting, such

weighting that may result in a better creation of the

community and the collective consciousness.

The major problems with the Bill vote arc

twofold, both of which were mentioned above in

relation to the agenda setting aspect of the model.

The first problem deal with the Government of the

day crafting a bill that defeats the purpose of the

accepted agenda item, or even crafts a bill that runs

completely contrary to the accepted agenda item.

As outlined above, this was solved by enabling the

Official opposition to also craft a bill that addresses

the same agenda item, The most serious problem is

one of orchestrated "flip-flopping". if for example,

a bill passes by a slim majority, those opposing to

the bill may he able to re-work their approach to

the issue and resubmit a new agenda item that

could change the mind of enough people to carry it

through and pass. This has the potential to cause

both long and short term instability in the society

because the mind of the electorate may he short-

sighted, with little tolerance, making it difficult for

changes to be made for the one term good of the

society. This was a serious problem in Periclean

Greece. The electorate kept changing their mind

from day to day. Possible scenarios that may lead

one to believe that this may not happen may conic

from the idea of "voter figure".

The Representational Vote

The final decision to be considered is that

of the representational vote. The representational

vote, is similar to the type of democratic

participation in our current representational system;

that is, the election of constituent representatives.

These representatives would represent geographic

constituencies, rather than constituencies of any of

House chosen for use in the model, such as age or

gender. There are a number of reasons for this

decision. One House is all that is necessary to set

out the agenda of organized political parties. The

other houses are not counted along party lines.

Also, geography and economics go very much

hand-in-hand and therefore should be represented
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in party platforms and agendas. Economics is one

of the main reasons that politics exists -- they are

aspects of each other -- therefore regional

representation should be accorded this importance.

It is also traditional and provides for face-to-face

contact (at least as much as possible) in the system.

These representatives would conduct constituency

and committee work as they currently undertake, as

well as depict the formation of the House of

Commons with the establishment of the

Government-of-the-Day and the Opposition parties.

It would be the role of the Government to set a

political agenda and present bills for either

acceptance or rejection by the general citizenry,

without having to go through the public agenda

setting procedure, The Opposition Parties, on the

other hand, would articulate the limitations and

dangers of the proposed legislation as well as bring

forth other agenda topics that they feel should be

dealt with through legislation. The access to

agenda-setting for Opposition parties would be

limited to the same access as the public has through

the public agenda setting procedure. The election

of a Government through the representational vote

is assumed to be done so with a mandate. Direct

access to the crafting of legislation is the

manifestation of that mandate. The only addition to

the responsibilities of the Opposition Parties is that

they can also present an alternative Bill for

consideration when the Bill has been placed on the

agenda by the Billboard and is not part of the

Government's own agenda. The role of the elected

representatives is to act in a manner that is almost

identical to their existing roles with the exception

that the actual passing or defeat of the bill at hand

will be deferred to the public at large to be

responsible for deciding its fate. The John

Government remains: the government, the cabinet

remains the cabinet, the Opposition remains the

Opposition, the Members remain as constituent

representatives, but every citizen becomes the

parliament. In the event the introduction of such

democratic structures do not immediately result in

the citizens "rising to the occasion" of responsible

democratic action and apathy continues, there are

structural features that can be implemented using

the elected representatives as a "back-up." to ensure

the continued, stable operation of the system. If, for

example, there is a bill that engenders little interest

in the public (and it is assumed that there will be

many such bills), or is only of interest to a small

minority of the population, and the resulting

Popular Vote is below a determined percentage or

quorum perhaps, then the popular vote would be

annulled and the Government-of-the-Day would

carry the Bill. Apathy would be interpreted as

deference or acquiescence, to the duly elected

representative Government. The purpose of such a

mechanism is to prevent an organized minority

from over-ruling the wishes of the popularly

elected Government. The "back-up" mechanism

will also give people the freedom not to participate,

especially if they feel that they are not in a position

to make an informed judgment. Citizens would

only be encouraged to participate if they are aware

of the ramifications or potential ramifications, of

the Bill in question.

Instances of Decision-Making

The democratic process, itself, as

experienced in the parliamentary s-system can be

pinpointed at particular instances where political

decisions are made, As decisions are the point; of

formal power. These instances of decision-snaking

can be ally characterized as: I. the decision of what

to discuss and setting agenda 2. The decision of

how to approach the problem, seen as general

policy direction and developing of legislation; 3.

The decision of whether or not the plan 1% letter

than 4. Problem, seen as the passing or defeating of

legislation; and 4, the ejection representatives to
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carry out the above three (the only formal access

point by the population to formal political power in

a representational system). Each of the above

instances of decision making happen in very

complex war, that have a mix of formal and

informal structures creating and driving them.

Essentially, the informal structure arc comprised of

the various voices of popular opinion and pressure,

or more precisely, the opinion’. Of the active

political players.

The of the model i; to take the informal

methods of political influence, which hold no rules

of justice -- beyond the criminal code, the right to

free speech and assembly (important rules, of

course) -- and formalize them, by bringing in

notions of justice that negate the informal power

structures which rely so heavily upon economic

wealth. The result is to create art inclusive model

rather than the exclusive model of representational

democracy, by democratizing each of the instances

of governmental decision-making. The Democracy,

defined in the model, therefore, incorporates these

four kinds of decision-snaking, agenda-setting,

which is further broken down into general policy

direction and support, the passing of legislation and

representational voting.

Agenda Setting and the Public Billboard

The first instance of political decision-

making comes in the form of setting the agenda.

Deciding what should be addressed by the political

process is one of the most powerful aspects of

politics. Currently, in the British parliamentary

tradition, the agenda is controlled almost

exclusively by the Cabinet and Prime Minister.

Conventional political wisdom has it that he or she

who controls the agenda holds the power. By

enabling all members of the society to be involved

in the setting of the political agenda, fundamental

control of the political system and the direction

politics will take, is passed to the electorate. In the

model, agenda setting is broken down into two

parts: 1. the general policy direction; and 2. popular

support for that direction. The process involves the

use of an electronic billboard, comprised of a series

of television channels, on which general policy

ideas are put up by the public for public acceptance

or rejection. Posting on the billboard is accessible

to any member or group from society, at which

time support for the initiatives can be given by

other members of the voting public. This support is

posted alongside the proposition indicating the

number of votes received toward acceptance. Once

a certain level of support has been achieved the

Government of is obligated to construct legislation

-- within a certain time frame -- that follows the

general direction outlined in the proposal. If the

required support for a proposal. The belief is that as

Kelnian wrote (1974) that there is good evidence of

"the engagement of attitude and action in a

continuing, reciprocal, circular process. Not only is

attitude an integral part of action, but action is an

integral part of the development, testing, and

crystallization of attitudes. (p, 324). The model

attempts to enable. This process to occur officially

and structurally in the entire population, or at least

make it available to the entire population.

Not achieved within a certain time frame,

the proposal dies and is taken off the order 4.

paper. The time remaining before expiration of the

proposal should also be posted to indicate the

expediency of action required by any interested

voters. The proposals can be arranged according to

general categories, roughly designated along

Cabinet departmental lines and could be ranked and

re-ranked according to the support received by the

proposal. Accompanying the proposal -- along with

the "support count" and expiration date -- could be

credit for the proposal. This allows a certain

amount of acknowledged leadership from

individuals or groups within the political
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community. It can enable "cues" to the public, give

credit where credit is due and encourage the growth

of independent policy "think tanks." Payment upon

acceptance of a proposal could also be considered.

There are, however, some problematic aspects to

the use of the billboard. The problem of censorship

and "hate" proposals is the most pressing. If each

proposal had to pass a censor before appearing on

the billboard, the potential for the clogging of the

system and unreasonable delays is very real.

Absolutely free, unbridled access to the billboard

could and no doubt would, result in proposals that

are offensive to the community and particular

groups within the community. Some sort of

censorship rules would have to apply with an

appeal process. The other immediate problem

regarding the agenda vote described above, entails

the clogging of the billboard with "re-worked"

proposals that continually die on the order paper

and then reappear. The moment a proposal dies it is

likely that those supporting the proposal will

resubmit it in a reworked manner, in the hope of its

acceptance under its new description. This type of

clogging, however, would have to be tolerated to

ensure the continued debate of pertinent issues. The

most dangerous aspect of direct access billboard

comes when individuals think they have "thought

through" the implications of a decision when they

have not. In other words this would be a "bad vote"

unintentionally cast in favor of a proposal . If the

support for such a proposal then passes to the Bill

stage and the ensuing debate changes the mind of

the voter then the voter can vote against the Bill.

The same problem will, however, crop up at the

Bill stage of voting, where it is a much more

serious problem. In many respects, due to the

nature of the formal debate, the public will be

getting many of their "cues" from the political

leadership who will set out a range of political
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